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Notices

q The following information is not intended to be “written 
advice concerning one or more Federal tax matters” subject 
to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury 
Department Circular 230.

q The information contained herein is of a general nature and 
based on authorities that are subject to change. 
Applicability of the information to specific situations should 
be determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Introduction



Taxation of the digital economy - Options

1. Worldwide current picture

Alternatives (Policy Note) – Users participation (highly digitalized 
business only)

Value created by – Marketing intangibles (highly digitalized 
and other businesses)

Permanent 
Establishment

DPT or 
Diverted Profits 

Tax

Equalization 
Tax

DST or Digital 
Service Tax

Digital or 
Significant 
Economic 
Presence
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DE taxation in the context of traditional PE concept

q Traditional PE concept almost useless
q Highly digitalized businesses do not need to maintain a 

presence in market countries since they mostly rely on remote 
functions and automated processes

q Related support and marketing entities in market countries, 
remunerated on a cost-plus basis are common in significant 
markets but entail no PE risks
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DE taxa=on in the context of tradi=onal PE concept (con=nued)

q Amendments to art. 5 OECD MC (2017) and MLI coming from 
Action 7 BEPS on
q Negative list (art. 5, par. 4)
q Agent PE rules (art. 5 par. 5 & 6): commissioners, exclusive 

independent agents 
q have limited influence on the DE sector 

q Besides, changes to art. 5 are expected to be implemented in a 
relatively low number of bilateral relationships under MLI
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UK-DPT or Diverted profit tax

q A levy separate from the corporate income tax, at a rate of 
25%, whose objective is taxing MNEs that market digital goods 
and services in the jurisdiction

q “Open” taxable event: it applies on artificial structures used to 
avoid a PE, or that erode the tax base in the jurisdiction and 
lack substance

q The tax is applied under the fiction that there is a PE or that the 
income in UK attributable to a subsidiary therein would have 
been higher by application of the TP guidelines

q It does not allowed crediting against CIT in the residence 
jurisdiction

q It has mostly served as a dissuasive tool to force TP 
adjustments in the income tax system
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Other DPT experiences

q A similar tax applies in Australia at a rate of 40%
q A proposal for a similar DPT levy has been pending in New 

Zealand since the end of 2016
q The French DPT approved at the end of 2016 was declared 

unconstitutional shortly thereafter (Constitutional Council, 
December 29, 2016, Decision 2016-744 DC): It violates the 
Constitution because the law must set forth the tax base, the 
tax rate and the form of application of taxes generally (reserve 
principle) and the DST, as designed, lacked those 
characteristics

q DPT in LATAM (Civil Law countries) would face similar 
difficulties; so far, it has not been proposed as an option to tax 
DE in the region
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Tax equalization in India

q 6% on payments to non-residents for the provision of online 
B2B advertising services to be withheld by Indian residents 
who pay for those services (special tax – it is not an income 
tax)

q It is applied on a legal fiction since payments from India of 
foreign advertising services are deemed a proxy for of actual 
activity carried out in India by the non-resident beneficiaries of 
the payments

q An extraterritorial or ultra vires income tax disguised as a 
special levy

q As DPT, equalization tax does not allow crediting against CIT 
in the beneficiary’s home country
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DST – Digital Service Tax

Current legislation / Proposals
qSpecial levy of an indirect nature applied on gross receipts, and designed as an 
interim unilateral measure until a definitive response to DE taxation is arrived at by 
OECD TFDE (hopefully in 2020)
qItaly: it was approved in 2018 to be implemented this year after complementary rules 
are issued, 3% on the value of B2C services to be withheld by Italian residents
qSpain: 3% on gross receipts from advertising services, online services in the sharing 
economy sector, and sale of users’ data. Taxpayers: global invoicing over € 750M and 
invoicing in Spain over € 3M. Proposal needs to be resent to Parliament
qFrance: GAFA tax, 3% on gross receipt in France (subject to Parliament’s approval) 
on advertising services, websites, and resale of users’ data. Threshold: € 750M (global 
invoicing) and € 25M (invoicing in France)
qU.K.: proposal (levy would apply as from 2020 and would be revised in 2025). 2% on 
gross receipt derived by entities over threshold (global invoicing of £ 500M and UK 
invoicing of £ 25M). It would apply on search engines, social networks and online 
markets. 
qMost recent proposals include Austria, Poland, Portugal and Czech Republic
qEuropean DST postponed this year because of lack of agreement
qIn LATAM a similar DST proposal discussed in Chile
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Meaning of significant economic presence

According to BEPS Action 1 Final Report (2015)
qCreation of a taxable presence in a country when a non-resident 
enterprise has a significant economic presence on the basis of 
factors that evidence a meaningful and sustained interaction with 
the economy of that country via technology and other automated 
tools
qA combination of

q Revenue-based factors: transactions with in-country 
customer over a pre-set threshold

q Digital factors: local domain name, local digital platform and 
local payment options

q User-based factor: number o monthly active users, regular 
online contract conclusions, volume of data collected
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Meaning of significant economic presence

q 2015 report’s example:
q If a non-resident enterprise (i) generates gross revenues above 

the threshold (ii) from transactions with in-country customers 
concluded electronically (iii) through a localized digital platform (iv) 
where the customer is required to create a personalized account 
and utilize the local payment options offered on the site to execute 
the purchase

q It could be deemed that there is a link between the revenue 
generated from that country and the digital and/or user-based 
factors evidencing a significant economic presence in that country

q It is kept as alternate global solution (OECD Policy Note, March 2019)
q Attribution of income based on a formulary approach (sales, assets 

and personnel), complemented by a WHT as a collecting tool as long 
as it does not originate double of multiple taxation (OECD, March 
2019)
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Significant economic presence

q Unilateral experiences include Malaysia (2013), Turkey (2016), 
Israel (2016), Slovak Republic (2017), Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia, and an Indian proposal to come into effect this year

q Significant economic presence is the taxation mechanism in 
the market jurisdiction favored by IBFD document submitted to 
OECD on March 6, 2019 (Pistone, Nogueira, Andrade)

q No PE legislation in LATAM has included this concept yet
q Even though significant economic presence still carries 

practical queries, it is an attractive option to emerging 
economics in LATAM 
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Significant economic presence

q Sub alternatives in OECD Policy Note (March 2019) include
q User participation proposal (highly digitalized businesses)
q Marketing intangibles proposal (highly digitalized and other 

businesses)
q Are these sub-alternatives aimed at measuring value at market 

countries, squalid versions of the significant economic 
presence test detrimental to emerging economies’ legitimate 
aspirations?
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Latin America’s current state of affairs

q Uruguay and Peru (legislation post and pre-BEPs, respectively) 
apply distorting source rules within the income tax system. 
Argentina analyzed similar rules in the last tax reform (2017) 
but declined them before the bill was sent to Congress for 
approval in November 2017

q Brazil has not yet introduced – or discussed the introduction of 
– any changes in its tax regulations as a consequence of 
BEPS debates regarding digital tax issues

q Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica, Uruguay adopted BEPs 
recommendations concerning indirect taxation (VAT)

q Mexico and Chile have considered a special levy and VAT on 
DE cross-border transactions but proposals have not been 
passed yet

q Subnational taxation has begun to be an issue in Argentina, 
Brazil and Mexico
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What is next?

q 2020 with OECD uniform multilateral response
q Major emerging economies in the region will align and lead 

a conforming trend in direct taxation, including OECD 
member countries like Chile, Colombia and Mexico, and 
prospect member countries like Argentina, Brazil and Peru

q 2020 without OECD uniform multilateral response
q Unilateral responses in the region will proliferate
q DST-like levies and/or massification of distorting source 

rules to be expected
q Inaction highly improbable
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France and EU:
What’s going on ?



France: Reporting obligations for online platforms

q Law on the fight against tax fraud (published on
23 October 2018)

q Two main provisions:
q Increased information requirements for online platforms 

(which already had certain obligations under existing 
provisions of the FTC but which had not yet entered into 
force) + FTA comments published on 15 March 2019

q Creation of a joint liability mechanism for VAT purposes 
applicable as of 1 January 2020
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French new VAT joint liability

The FTA notify 
the online 
platform of 
taxable persons 
they suspects of 
being deficient as 
regards their 
French VAT 
obligations.

The platform has 
one month to 
take measures in 
order to ensure 
that the taxable 
person 
regularizes 
his/her situation.

Should the 
situation remain 
unchanged, the 
FTA issue a 
formal notice to 
the platform.

The platform has 
another month to 
apply some 
additional 
measures or 
exclude 
altogether the 
taxable person.

If the taxable 
person does not 
regularize his/her 
situation as 
regards its FR 
VAT obligations 
or if the platform 
did not exclude 
the user 
concerned, the 
platform can be 
held jointly liable 
for the FR VAT 
due by the latest.

1 2 3 4 5
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EU directives on VAT

q Council directive (UE) 2017/2454 and Regulation (UE) 
2017/2455 dated 5 December 2017
q Modernize the « B to C » transactions’ regime in a context 

of e-commerce development:
qWhile ensuring a more systematic taxation of the 

distance sales in the place of consumption;
qWhile making the platforms liable for the payment of 

VAT for certain sales of goods they enable;
qFacilitating the payment of VAT in the place of 

consumption for both goods and services through a 
more systematic use of the one-stop shop.

q Entry into force on 1 January 2021
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Non-EU vendor – Intra-EU sales via a plaUorm: 2021 regime

21

q The platform should also be entitled to pay the VAT through the OSS

Consumer

Non-EU

Vendor

FranceOther Member State

Platform FR 
Treasury

Vendor’s stock

Consumer

MS 
Treasury

Physical flow of the goods
Invoicing flow 
VAT payment

Deemed 
sale VAT 
exempt

Deemed sale 
subject to 

FR VAT

Deemed 
sale subject 
to local VAT



Digital tax effective from January 1st 2019

q Under discussion in front of French parliament
q Rate : 3% on revenues from digital services generated in 

France – declared and recovered as for French VAT
q Scope : online platforms and targeting online advertising 

including data selling transactions
q 25 Mio€ of taxable revenues in France and 750 Mio€ of 

worldwide revenues from digital services 
q Definition of digital service generated in France: user located in 

France
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What will happen in the future ?
EU New requirements for Payment service providers (PSP)

q New proposal amending VAT directive - shall apply from 1 
January 2022

q A very broad scope since the following will be stored:
q All information relating to a payment made by a payer (B or 

C) established in the EU
q To a person (declared B or not) regardless of its place of 

establishment if the number of transactions to this payee 
exceeds 25 through this provider and per quarter

q A sufficiently framed/regulated use of data?
q Data relating to payees are the only nominative ones
q Data consulting should be granted to certain Eurofisc 

liaison officials and should be justified “for the purpose of 
investigations into suspected VAT fraud or to detect VAT 
fraud”
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What will happen in the future ?
EU New requirements for Payment service providers (PSP) (continued)

q New article 243b: 
q Requirement for payment service providers
q To keep sufficiently detailed records for each calendar quarter
q Of the payees and of the payment transactions in relation to payment 

services they execute
q This requirement applies where the 2 following cumulative conditions are 

met: 
q Where funds are transferred from a payer located in one MS to a 

payee located in another MS, in a third territory or in a third country;
q NB: national payments are excluded from the scope of the proposal.
q Where a payment service provider executes more than 25 payment 

transactions to the same payee in the course of a calendar quarter.
q NB: the ceiling was decided by taking into account an average value 

of online shopping orders of EUR 95 per order, i.e. 100 payment 
transactions per year of that value every year resulting in almost EUR 
10 000 in sales → VAT distance sales threshold
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BEPS 2.0



BEPS & the Arm’s-length principle

Pre-2015

2017

2017

2016 – 2019

2018

2019

Ownership 
Matters
Legal ownership 
and contractual 
rights drive profit 
allocation

CbC Reporting
Profit / headcount ratio 
further drives TP risk 
assessment

DEMPE Codified
2017 OECD TP Guidelines adopt 
DEMPE and ‘control of risk’ concepts

State Aid Cases
State Aid further 

emphasizes people 
functions over 

contractual rights

Digital Services Tax
These measures driven by concerns that 
DEMPE is inadequate

OECD Consultation
DEMPE ‘oversight’ of 
market intangibles is 

inadequate

People vs. Contract Rights
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OECD March 2018 interim report – No consensus

The views of countries can be categorized into three groups:

Group 1 Group 2

q User participation is 
value creation

q Targeted measures 
needed

q Otherwise maintain 
existing 
international 
framework

q Digitalization 
challenges existing 
international 
framework

q Such challenges 
are not exclusive to 
digital economy

q BEPS appears to 
be effective

q Full impact yet 
unknown

q Satisfied with 
existing framework

q No significant 
reforms

Group 3
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Unilateral digital tax measures

Proposed Digital Tax/
Considered a Digital Tax

Enacted a Digital Tax
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Digital services tax: Challenges

Compatibility with EU law The DST has some 
characteristics of a direct tax

Compatibility with tax treaties 

q EU based DST: difficult, 
although a directive can be 
contrary to primary EU law

q Unilateral DST:
q Possible indirect 

discrimination based on 
nationality

q Evidence required that 
majority of companies 
subject to DST is foreign

q Rationale: Taxation of profits 
where value is created

q Tax on revenues as a proxy 
for tax on profits (other direct 
taxes also levied on gross 
profits, e.g. WHT)

q Chargeability on a yearly 
basis (vs. per transaction)

q Deductibility from CIT base

q If the DST is a direct tax, 
within the scope of OECD MC 
article 2?

q If yes, source state allowed to 
levy DST under article 7 
(Business Profits), article 12 
(Royalties), and article 21 
(Other Income)?

q Risks of double taxation and 
multiplication of MAPs
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OECD Policy Note – January 29, 2019

Four proposals under consideration

U.K.

User 
Participation

Marketing 
Intangibles

Significant 
Economic 
Presence

Minimum Tax +
Backstop

U.S.

India

DE & FR

q Ring fences digital economy businesses
q Governments pick “winners & losers”
q Unlikely to stand the test of time

q Impacts all businesses; not just digital
q How to quantify destination-based marketing profits
q Possible “winners & losers”

q Essentially formulary apportionment
q Limited to companies with significant revenue plus 

other links to jurisdiction
q Focus on simplicity and ease of administration 

q Impacts all businesses
q Provides residence & market countries a right to “tax 

back” profits subject to low tax
q Country-by-country? U.S. GILTI may not be adequate

Pillar 1
Pillar 2
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Reading tea leaves – View of OECD & US: Failure is not an option

1st Pillar
Address Nexus & Profit Allocation issues

2nd Pillar
Address broader BEPS issues/Low taxation

Accuracy & Tax Certainty Simple & Administrable Avoid Double Taxation

User 
Contribution

Market 
Intangibles

Significant 
Digital 

Presence

Go beyond arm’s-length principle/ 
Affect larger group of MNEs

Inspired by U.S. tax reform/ 
Introduction of a withholding tax?

Recommendations on implementation of a LONG-TERM solution by the end of 2020

Income 
Inclusion Rule

Tax on Base 
Eroding 

Payments

Coordination 
Rules

?
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U.S. Government’s perspective 

I want to express my strong concerns about countries around the 
world potentially implementing discriminatory tax laws that target 
U.S.-based multinational companies operating in the high-tech, or 
digital, industry.
Let me be very clear right from the outset. These countries should 

immediately cease any unilateral actions that target U.S.-based 
multinationals and instead focus their energy and efforts on the 
multilateral solutions that are being developed by the global 
community at the OECD…
[I have] shared this letter with Ambassador Robert Lighthizer, since 
he is tasked with leading our trade negotiations with the EU. . . . 
Other countries should not view the participation of the United States 
in this OECD exercise simply as academic or a delay tactic. On the 
contrary, the United States has shown that it takes action on 
multilateral initiatives, like the BEPS project…

I am invested in this process and in reaching a viable, long-term, 
multilateral solution. I look forward to staying in close contact with the 
Treasury Department as the negotiations progress.

I also intend to bring up in the Finance Committee issues related to 
this OECD negotiation and the Treasury Department’s positions. And 
if appropriate, we will look into legislative or other actions to 
address solutions reached at the OECD, as well as unilateral 
actions that are taken by other countries.

Senator Chuck Grassley, 
Chairman, Senate Finance 
Committee (February 7, 2019)
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May 31 OECD Work Program Paper

q Restates aggressive 2020 timeline for finalizing consensus.  Plan to release 
“architecture” by January 2020. 

q Critical of unilateral approach while acknowledging political pressure on local 
governments. 

q Pillar One work plan: Focus on
q Approaches for profit allocation (modified residual profit split, fractional 

apportionment, distribution based, business line and regional segmentation, 
carve-outs) and how to deal with losses.

q Nexus: develop concept of remote taxable presence; changing article 5 PE 
clause or incorporating new, separate concept? Which thresholds should be 
used to target significant economic involvement with market jurisdiction? 
Administrability.

q Avoiding double taxation and governing disputes
q Multilateral implementation
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May 31 OECD Work Program Paper

q Pillar Two work plan:
q Not limited to digital economy
q Global anti-base erosion proposal (Globe)
q Income inclusion rule for low tax income
q Tax on base erosion payments: no deduction if income is undertaxed or denying 

treaty benefits unless income “subject to tax”
q Coordination, simplification, thresholds and compatibility with obligations
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Discussion topics

q Marketing Intangible Proposal
q B2B exception?
q Market intangibles vs. simplified allocation to market countries?

q Quantification of “market intangible” likely formulaic (e.g., based on residual 
profit of the group and marketing spend vs R&D?)

q Role of safe harbors?
q How to deal with losses
q How to reconcile ALS for remaining income

q Incorporate elements of significant economic presence?
q Dispute prevention and resolution

q Transfer pricing adjustments all become multilateral disputes?
q Viability of Pillar 2
q Does not appear to address source country concerns
q Interaction with Pillar 1?
q The devil will be in the details: Hope for real consensus on details to avoid 

controversy / double tax
q Prospects for stable consensus? Withdrawal of unilateral measures?
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OECD Timeline

G20 Mandate
BEPS Inclusive 
Framework to prepare a 
report / Task Force on 
the Digital Economy 

OECD Policy Note
Identification of 2 pillars 
& 4 approaches to be 
explored on a “without 
prejudice basis”

Public Consultation
Held in Paris on March 
13-14

March
2017

March
2018

January
2019

June
2019 2020

OECD Interim Report
In-depth analysis of value 
creation across business 
models & identification of 
tax challenges

February
2019

Consultation
Paper
Issued on
February 13, 2019

March
2019

Update to the G20
IF to agree on a detailed 
work program in May, 
with a view to reporting 
progress to G20 Finance 
Ministers in Japan

Final Report
Report on a
long-term solution 
agreed by
consensus,
including 
recommendationsMay

2019

Inclusive
Framework
Meeting
Published on May 31
Sets out a detailed
work program in
preparation of 
G20 meeting
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U.S. state and local considerations
Wayfair



State Nexus: Where are we and where is this going?

It is expected that within a year, all states will move to an economic nexus 
standard for sale and use tax

In Quill versus North Dakota (1992), the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a state 
cannot require a business to collect use 
tax from in-state customers if the 
business has no physical presence in the 
state

In South Dakota versus Wayfair, the 
U.S. Supreme Court overruled the Quill 
physical presence rule as ‘unsound and 
incorrect,’ and upheld South Dakota’s 
economic presence rule

In the wake of Wayfair, states are adopting 
similar economic nexus thresholds, so that 
sales and use tax compliance requirements 
could be triggered based on 

$ of Sales into a State 
(ex.$100,000/annual)

or
# of Transactions 

(ex. more than 200 annual) 
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State Nexus: Further Developments

q “Marketplace nexus”: If an online marketplace operates its business in a 
state and provides e-commerce infrastructure as well as customer service, 
payment processing services and marketing, the “marketplace facilitator” is 
required to register and collect tax as the retailer rather than the individual 
sellers. This could also impose reporting requirements on the marketplace 
facilitator. (Salestaxinstitute.com)

q 37 states have adopted such laws in wake of Wayfair
q Arguments exist that foreign (non-US) sellers maybe entitled to greater 

protection from  taxes under Wayfair than US sellers (“Foreign commerce” 
clause of US constitution; “one voice” concept)

q Expansion of direct tax nexus as well



Brazil’s viewpoint
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There is not the digital economy



Brazil and its Divergent Treaty Policy

q The scope of article 7 is considerably reduced in Brazil’s tax 
treaties

q Post BEPS treaty policy regarding services:
q Brazil will not sign the MLI and is currently renegotiating all 

of its treaties
q New treaties include article 12-A (technical services) of the 

UN Model
q Old treaties have a provision in their protocols establishing 

that technical services shall be taxed under article 12 
(royalties), which allow source taxation

q There is ongoing litigation regarding the interpretation of the 
protocols in Brazil’s treaties. However, from a Tax 
Administration perspective, the debate in Brazil is not the same 
as in other jurisdictions 38



Brazil and its Divergent Treaty Policy

q At the end of the renegotiation process all of Brazil’s treaties 
will have a provision establishing the taxation of technical 
services at source

q Two different issues:
q B2B payments will be taxed at source
q C2B payments are subject to the same tax rules but are 

difficult to control

q In addition to the income tax withholding there are a number of 
taxes that are levied on the importation of services. The total 
tax burden is around 50% of the amount remitted

q As a consequence of Brazil’s position regarding the source 
taxation of technical services there is virtually no application of 
conventional permanent establishment rules in the country 38



Brazil and its Divergent Treaty Policy

q In summary:
q Brazil’s position does not eliminate all discussions 

regarding the taxation of digital giants. However, it certainly 
reduces the relevance of the issue

q To this date there is virtually no official debate in the 
country regarding the implementation of Action 1

q The country’s policy has always been independent. 
Notwithstanding, Brazil’s accession to the OECD might 
bring some changes

q Any solution has to take two aspects into account: the 
relevance of the consumer market as relevant nexus for 
assigning taxing rights and the institutional capacities of 
each country 38



Mexico viewpoint



Mexico: Proposals and collections – Digital platforms/Digital economy

q Aligned with OECD (BEPS)
q Mexico has signed the MLI with PE changes (Arts. 12 & 13)
q Mexican laws do not provide for specific taxation on DE
q Federal and local levels can tax DE, but income tax and VAT 

are coordinated through agreements.
q Tax rules may apply to certain transactions, still no specific 

regulations are applicable.
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Mexico: Proposals and collections – Digital platforms/Digital economy 
(continued)

q Change of Administration: No new taxes during the first three 
years. That is, until November 30th 2021.

q April 2019: Taxes on digital economy following the results of 
2020 OECD result on DE. 

q Local taxes: (Accommodation services tax -Mexico City, 
Quintana Roo, etc.-) are collected through the platforms. 

q Transport platforms pay a “contribution” to the Mexico City 
Trust (Fondo para el Taxi y la Movilidad y el Peatón), 
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Mexico: Proposals and collections – Digital platforms/Digital economy 
(continued)

q Proposal of a tax on digital economy: “Tax on Income on 
Digital Services.”

q Presented in the previous legislative period (Sept 2018) by a 
party of the Opposition. 

q Addressed to Mexican residents and foreign residents with 
permanent establishment in Mexico performing:
q the inclusion of a digital interface of publicity addressed to 

the users of such interface.
q providing a multifaceted digital interface allowing to get in 

touch with other users, and facilitating the delivery of 
goods & services; and

q The transmission of data from users generated by the 
activities developed by such users. 
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Mexico: Proposals and collections – Digital platforms/Digital economy

q 3% tax on total income, on accrual basis.
q Taxed from income $100 million pesos Mx. Cy ($5.25 million of 

US dollars).
q Several aspects not detailed in the proposal. It was sent to the 

corresponding commission of the Chamber of Deputies.
q The need of implementing taxes on digital economy is “in the 

front page” (CEPAL: Santiago, Chile - March 25-26, 2019). 
Meanwhile the Federation (SAT) included administrative rules 

to apply withholdings on individuals engage in transport 
and delivery of prepared food using digital platforms. 
Rules 3.11.12 to 3.11.18 of the Miscellaneous Resolution.
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Mexico: Proposals and collections – Digital platforms/Digital economy

Rules 3.11.12 to 3.11.12
qRules addressed to Mexican residents and foreign residents 
with or without permanent establishment, entities or foreign “legal 
figures” providing the use of technological platforms to individuals. 
This is an optional regime.
qWithholding tax (Income tax and VAT) on independent 
individuals engaged in passenger land transport or delivery of 
prepared food.
qOn monthly basis, a withholding of 3 to 9% depending on 
income level and a 8% of VAT.
qSimplification for individuals to comply with Income tax and VAT 
obligations.
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Mexico: Proposals and collections 
Digital platforms/Digital economy (continued)

q Advantages for the tax administration on foreign residents.
q Foreign residents, entities and “legal figures” already registered 

as “withholding agents” before the Mexican tax authority.
q Rule: “Wire transfers received by such foreign residents, 

entities, etc., shall not be considered taxable income as long as 
there is the evidence of delivery of withholdings.”

q The Tax Administration Services sees this as a its first step 
towards the taxation of the DE.
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Colombian direct tax considerations



Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Economic background

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

e-commerce
in Latin America

Increased 
30% in the 

last 5 
years. 

e-commerce 4.4% of 
the region. 

87.69% of
Colombians

between 
15 and 75 

years
Online 
sales
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Economic background (continued)

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

37% fashion

37% tourism

36% 
technology
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Economic background (continued)

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

Government investment in Orange 
Economy

U$150M for Orange Economy

Among 
others

U$30M 
for 

inclusion

U$25M for
innovation
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Incentives for digital economy

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

Income tax 
exemption 
for 7 years

Colombian 
tax 

residence

Minimum of 
3 employees

Minimum 
investment 

of 
US$45,000

Incorporated 
before 2022

Also for FTZ

Activities 

q Software 
editing

q Development 
of informatic 
systems

q Informatic 
consulting or 
management of 
informatic 
instalations.

q Among others
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Taxation of digital economy

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

Outbound payments

Software 26,4% 20% - ?

Royalties, know-
how, industrial 

property, 
consultancy, 

technical services

15% 20%

Cloud Computing 
(IaaS and PaaS) Foreign sourced income ?

2018 2019 and onwards
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Taxation of digital economy (continued)

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

Permanent establishment
–statutory definition-

Fixed place of business.

Where the company carries out wholly or 
partly its business.

Cannot be preparatory or auxiliary activities.

Must be in the country for a sufficient period of 
time.

Applicable 
to digital 
economy
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Colombia: Direct taxation of digital economy
Challenges

1. Economic 
background of 
Colombia

2. Incentives for 
digital economy 
in Colombia

3. Taxation of 
digital economy 
in Colombia

4. Challenges of 
direct taxation of 
digital economy 

¿How to tackle nexus and profit 
allocation rules ?

Significant 
economic 
presence

Marketing
intangibles

User
contribution
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Digital economy and indirect taxes 
in LATAM



Understanding digital economy

q Relevance of digital economy in LATAM countries and 
regulatory challenges that have triggered tax discussions.

q Different business models
q Direct model: service rendered directly
q Indirect model: intermediation services or platforms

q Challenges in understanding the business models and 
implementing legislation to encompass all models.
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The case of Colombia

q Current regime: 
q VAT general definition changed to include services rendered abroad and used by 

local residents. Law 1819/2016
q Compliance 

q Registration and direct payment by foreign companies
q Alternative WTH by credit card issuing entities

q Main challenges: 
q Regulation – gaps in key issues and time taken to regulate
q Collection of VAT without formal regulation – problems in interpreting 

enforcement of the law
q Challenges in filing - system challenges and forms used for direct reporting of 

VAT
q Exchange rate 
q Support documents – Invoicing
q Withholding and indirect business model
q Withholding and foreign use of the service
q Withholding as default mechanism for collection
q Auditing VAT payments and penalty regime
q Possibility to offset VAT
q Foreign wire transfer
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The case of Costa Rica

q Current regime: 
q VAT concept strengthened by applying this tax to all services, including services 

rendered abroad and used by local residents. Understood as “import” of services. 
Law 9653/2018

q Implementation of VAT for DE as of July 1, 2019
q Compliance 

q WTH mechanism by credit card issuing companies
q Main challenges: 

q Regulation – 3 different versions of a draft regulation but no definitive regulation
q No direct registration and payment mechanism currently allowed
q Withholding and indirect business model
q Withholding and foreign use of the service
q Auditing VAT withholding
q Possibility to offset VAT
q Regulatory discussions around disruptive companies and possible exclusion 

from tax base
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The case of Brazil

q Current regime: 
q Brazil has several taxes that are levied on the importation 

of services
q All VAT-like taxes are levied on services executed outside 

of the country
q The municipal service tax, the social contributions on 

imports, and the CIDE contribution can all be levied on 
publicity payments to non-residents

q Main challenges: 
q Domestic harmful tax competition between states and 

municipalities
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Challenges in Implementation – Industry perspective

q Main challenges
q Uncertainty regarding regulation and specifics on how to 

execute
q Enforcement of the law in time. 
q Delays in regulation and obligation to collect and remit
q Adaptation of internal systems
q Supporting documentation
q External communications to clients and relevant 

stakeholders
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Thank you!

Stuart Chessman Vivendi
stuart.chessma@umusic.com
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guillermo.teijeiro@te-ba.com

Agnès de l’Estoile Campi CMS Francis Lefebvre Avocats
agnes.delestoile-campi@cms-fl.com

Julio Castro julioacastro@kpmg.com

Juan Pablo Wills Uber
jwills@uber.com

Rosario Huet Ramírez, Gutiérrez-Azpe, Rodríguez-Rivero y Hurtado, S.C.
rosario.huet@rgrhmx.com

Juan David Velasco Posse Herrera Ruiz
juan.Velasco@phrlegal.com

Sergio André Rocha Sergio André Rocha Advocacia & Consultoria Tributária
sergio.andre@sarocha.com.br
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